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1.

( 1: 44 p .m •:>

2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

3

The meeting wi11 please come

4 to order.
5

The.subject of todat's

~eeting

is discussion of

6the May 18th, 1967 memo and seismic reverification plan for
7Diablo Canyon.

The discussion of the May 18th, 1967 memo

8 will. be an open mee-ting, and the rest of the meeting then
9 will be· closed for· commission discussion·10

No~~

at this time I uriderstand the staff is

11 prepared td discuss the May

18th~

1967 memG, and I suggest

12 we proceed.

--

13 >

MR._. DIRKS:-

We have sever.al staff people here, Mr.

14-C-ha-irman ~- - We have Qr •. Jackson f roni WOOB . who· is prepared. to.
15 talk about .th-e subject.

We have Mr. James Devine from the

1eu.s. Geo1ogica1 Survey who _is sitting in the area _there.who
17 is also ·prepared .to. review the seismic follow.up on the
18 site.

And we have from the NRR staff Mr. Bob Tadesco who

19could discuss some of the historical. aspects of this
20

memo~

Would you like to proceed first with the

21 substantive part_ of the issue with Dr. Jackson, and then we
22 can fol.low up with Mr. Tadesco?

23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Is the historical background

24necessary to ·understand the substance?
25

·MR. DI~K~:

I think it would be important to get
0
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1 into the sub stance of the issue first, and then we could
2 follow. i t up·. with

questions.
.

DR. JACKSON:

3

.

Since ~eing made aware of the need

4to discuss this memo a short time ago, we have gone back and
5primarilr talked to the

U.S~ Geologi~al

Survey as to their

6recollection -0f wtiat transpired at the time just
7 memo was written and. shortly thereafter.

befor~

the

And basically Mr.

8 Devine· can d·iscuss that.
From the staff• s point of view. and geoscientists •

9
10·poi~t

of' view· we have looked back, and there were· a number.

11 of episodes of mapping, _geologic mappings.

It boils. down to

.12 a·bout three phases of geologic mapping:.· those that were
13 dorie on

th~,

seacliff _expo.sures prior to . the site being

14·loca·ted there;. extensive t·renching across the· plant area;. ·
15 and· the actual mapping of the excavation for. the pla·n.t
16 structures.
. 17

And our perception is. and understanding of th•

18memos is basically the way a geologist would approach the
..
19problem: as yo~ look at all of the available information
20that you

.....

hav~

that you make a determination on that, and you

21 would then. pursu~ ·or ·not pursue dependin.g. on your best
,:-.·

.22 judgment the need for further trenching and further
23 excavations.
24

It is our best understanding in lo6kin~ back at

25this and from what we know of the site since that time that
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1 basica1ly there was confidence by the geo1ogists, the review
2qeologists at the U.S.G.S. and geologists who have reviewed
3that plan since then that thes~ faults were old in. terms of
~here

4the criteria that were being proposed at the time, and
5was no further need £or specific additional

trenching~

of

6 that feature in particular.

It turns out that during the excavation of the

7

8plant structures the fault that is in question was
aappare~tly intersected in the plant stru~ture and mapping·
'

10 program.

'

'

•After mapping Unit· 1 excavation, two minor faults

11 in the northern part of the excavation were interpreted to
12be part of this fault

zone~

and therefore, the fault was

·13 interpre·ted .to die out. as i t approached the site· from the
14· sea cliff:, exposure ..
' 15

Our best understanding is that the faulting

16occurred.somewhere

bet~een

15 million years ago and 80 to

17 120 ,000 years ago,. and the best estima.te. is. that the. actual

18 movement on· these faults took place in what is called· the
19P1iocen• or Lower

Pleistocen~

time, which is more than· a

20 million years ago.

e·

21

And basically that is a summa·ry of what .I have.

22

MR. DEVINEi

~of.the p~ople
~been

My comments are more on the attitude

involved and the specifics.

involved in the site since July of

1

I personally hava

67, shortly after

2sthe meeting that these notes.came from; so I have known Mr.
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5
1 Murphy and Dr •. Colter,· who are both mentioned in the memo,
2 personally and directly on this case since that time.

I

3 talked w-ith Dr. Colter last week about this circumstance.
4So my

com~ents

come from both of those sources;

my own

5personal·experience and my recent conversation with Dr.
6 Colter.
1 ..

And his comments were and my belief is that the

8 excavations''" the trenching that was done as a result of
-

.

&earlier questidns did indeed reflect minor faulting iri the
10 trenching,_ but no evidence of displacement in the upper
11 layer which,
12

1s the 80 to 120 ;000. layer.

That question was looked at.-extensivelyby._Dr.

· 13 Colter a-nd- Dr. Yerkes of the Geological Survey, and the_y
.

.

14 both racal'led· the field t;rip vividly,- and indicated to me
15 that their opin-ions today are as they were at th-a:t time;
16that th~re .was minor faulting.·

- ..
~

It was not capable faulting
.

.

-.

.

'

.

'

.

17 as there was no evidence of the upper layer being displaced;
18and they knoi nothing in the intervening years that would
19 cause. them to change th-at position.
20

As for any attitudes about what additional work

21 should be done, - there was a strong feeling on the part of
22the Survey at that time after having been through a few
23 other cases w]J_ere capable faulting was a major issue~ they
24 were highly sensitized to the question.

And i t was after

25 considerable thought on their part that they· agreed.with Dr •
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6

1 Johns that additional trenching was not

nece~sary,

as indeed

2it would reflect more of the same that they had already seen.
My own personal involvement came as a seismologist

3

· 4 as a resul.t of the g values that were discussed in the same
5memo.

But I do know over the years of talking with Dr.

6Colter there was no hint that something

~ore

should have

7 been done.
COMMISSIONER AHEARN&:

8
~memo

Jim, it mentions in the

"significant fault exposed at the seawall," and goes on

10 to say,_ "In D"r. ·Johns• opinion this larger fault does not

11 run through the site but probably passes to the- northwest."
. 12-

Is there any poss.ibili ty that tha.t fault line

.1

J3·connects up with the Hosgri· fault?

MR. DEVINE:

t

guess the possibility would not be

15 zero, . but the· probability :was certain to be· quite low.
.1syou

-

kno~,

As

there was extensive Seismic profiling immediately

17off~hor~

t~

1a~ou1~·be

my jtidgment that that would. m6st likely have been

try to hook Up faulting with

~he.-

H6sgri, and it

19found_ if it indeed really hooks up with the Hosgri; and
20 there is .no evidence that it b'as been found.

So my -guess is

21 the probability _would be . very low that that could happen.
·:

'-

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

Was there any documentation

23around that time that reflects the opinions you are giving
24now?
25

Are

Y:OU

aware

0£

HR. DEVINE:

any, Jim?
Yes, sir.

There was .a letter written
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7

1by the Geological Survey that was enclosed in the SER at the
2 time. which states in writing our position on that.What gives a riu~ber of us

CHAIRMAN PALLADIN-0:

3

4 problems is: that· after,_ well, reading a couple of sentences
Shere - from .the
memo,
it
.
. .

6 containment

~ays.
.

"It -was established that if the
.

were reloca_fed to move i t off the small faults,

7it would probably lie ori similar faults in the new

a location.

Thus, Dr •. Johns concludes that the present

·9 proposed- location .is adequate. -. They do not intend to do
10 further trenching at- the risk of uncovering geologic
11 structures which. c6ild lead to additional speculation and ·
.

'•

1~~ossibly

e.

pcojectr~

.That is reason·to raise a little bit.a concern

't3, .·

· t4

delay the

say.ing: -they:.· just: didn't want to find . out what: they were~ .·

.1~~fraid

.· 16
17~Y

they: might find
~B~

DENTON:

~ut.

Mr. Chairm~n, after the me~o ca~e.to

attention we_ did look back at all of the ±n£ormation~_and

18 we co.ntacted- the people that were involved.
'

·For whatever
.

.

. .

'

19 the reasons that th_e company advanced that logic; I can find
~no

indication that that influenced the decision of the staff

21 and _the Survey.
22

The decision is well-documented based on· geologic

~information.

It's been followed up two or three times.

24-It's e~en been covere~ in ~ne'hearing~

And it.~as a.choice.·

25 of words that must have reflected what ·was said at. the·.

··e
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. 1 time.

But as you well: know, the Survey has long had a·

2reputation for independence about that, and about that same
3 time frame rejected one site in California where they were
4coricerned~

So'I

do~'t

find any

bas~s

for thinking that

5staff"s influence was influenced at all other than on the

··.a geologic. difference.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
Bthe- letter that you

issue~

Do we have at hand

you say

about that time is in the FSAR,

9-or where did you say it was?
10-

MR.

11

MR •. TADESCO&

DENTON~

~r.

Mr.

Bob

Tadesco~

Chairman~

Bob Tadesco of .the

12· staff.
Appended to our SER- which issued in 1968. w.as a

'13-

.·.1'4.report f~om the·: Dep~·rtment of th~ Interi,er Geological
15 S.urvey.
16S~rvey,

That did.

in di ca te

the. report from . the Geolog~cal ·

acknowledging their evaluation of the explorat6ry

17 trenches that they had examined in 1'966.
18
19jo~ld

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

.

·, '.

..

Are you sating theri, and we

include in the record the fact that this statement d~d

wnot influence the st~ff decisions on this plant, and that
21 you relied on the USGS assessment as included in the SER. as
. -~.

22a basis for proceeding :with this plant at this site?

e·

23

Did I'put words in your mouth?

24

MR. DENTON: . Well, at that time I'm not sure the

25 staff had any geologists on the staff, and we relied almost
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t completely on the Survey# and the Survey had had a lot.of
2 experience with the siting of power - plants in California.

3 And I have read the reports that were produced by the Survey
~both

before and.after that report, and I

am ~onfident ·that

5 Dr. Colter was not- influenced by .wh-atever review
6~dvocated

was~

at that meeting.

KR. DEVINE:

I would like to put on the record

8that I asked Dr. Colter that directly, arid he indicated that
9· there was no way in influence as described ·in that
10sentence.: The reasoh for asking for additional fatilting:was
11 the strong belief that. indeed similar structures as atready
12discovered would be found, but no hint .that you could find
·13 sttuctur es ·.more severe than. was already uncovered •.
CHAIRM.AN-.'P-ALLADINO:'

- 14• ..

.· . -

.

This was.a ~oncern with·•

.

15 regard to that site.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

.16·

That·statement is directl.y

_17" contrary to what. the memo itself says.

- I can understand

. 18 that. anybody's. memory would be fuzzy .back to. 67.
I

19~ertainly is~

Mine

would be pretty hesit~nt to t~ke

But I

2osomeone's memoty toda~ over a record that was made ai the
21. time_.

MR. DENTON:

22.
~als~

looking at

· 24 faulted.

I don't think it's just that.

~he.geological basi~

It•s

here • . The area is

Ther,e are a 1ot of -faults· in that area,- and; they

2sare all old.

It has been looked at when.Unit 2 was dug; and
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1 it is not

~s

thou~h

-- as Bob

2 are the seaw.all exposures.
3done~

Jackso~

said originally, there

There's the trenching that was

That was the best trench reactor site-at the time.

4think there was over half a

~ile

o~.trenching

done.

I

And

.5 then as they dug the foundations for the plant, they exposed
6other f~ults that were «Vail~ble, and all ·of those showed
7the same geologic structure· and dates.
8

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

The memo says, "It was

9 ~uggested that the exposed fault of the sea·walt be· traced by

10 further trenching."

Does anyone recall suggested by whom?

11 Was that an AEC suggestion,
12 .

·MR. DENTON:

13the time, I. don't know
· 14 .

a

USGS suggestion?

Since we didn't have any expertise at
wh~

would have brought that one out.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

What page are :you reading

··' . . .

·1sfrom?.
16

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

It's the sentence right

17after the one you were re~dirig from.

Somebody· at that

18m~eting ~ug~este~ that further trenching might be desirable •

19
20

. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

DR. JACKSON:

It's not clear. from this.

I would add a comment that from many

~meetings I .. hav~ been invol~ed in as a ge9log~~t I

think

22 trenching in this type of environment' would c;always be asked

e····

23for; in fact,. as much as you ·cart get, as often as you can
24 get it.·

And this. had. an extensive amount of trenching for

25that t.i.meframe.,

In fact, I think there's been little more
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11

·e

1 done •.
·Wb~t

2

a geologist does when he's looking at this

3 kind of information is try to make a value decision as to
4 what· return yo"u may 'get on that additional trenching •.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD i

5
6troubl~s

me, I

7Chairman

~s

Okay.

.The part that

think it's the part that troubled the

well when he came across the two sentences

a·before,· is the next sentence says, "The applicants said they
· 9 did· not bel.ieve. that this was necessary."
Okay • . Fair 'enough.

10

That's the point that you're-

"And th•t further information of this type wo~ld

11 makinq.

· 12 onl.y complicate ;a· contested •hea·ring."
13
.-

Now, if you are· so sure 'that al.l. of the additional .

.

·.-.

.

·.

·. .

1~information ~ould

be favorable an~ would confirm that .th~re

15 was no faul.ting of concern, why would the public hearing be
-

..

.

16complicated1
MR~

17

ihy wouldn't the public hearing be simplified?
DENTON~

Bear in mind the .applicant was saying

18that supposedly, not the staff;.an.d I don't.know why he.said·
19 that.
20
~is

Our people wrote ·it down •.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD'

The inference it invites

one thaf was suggested before which was that they didn't

22have reason to be a

hundred percent confident that 'the

23 re.sul t of further trenching woul.d confirm what they have.
24

KR. DENTON:

I guess I come.back, L know of no

·. 25 more i_ndependent geoloq,i.cal advice in the Survey in that
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1 time. frame. ·
COMMISSIO~ER

AHEARNE:

MR~

Yes •.

Wa~

any further trenching

3 done?
4

DENTON:

Well, let me qualify that.

5 Now·, ·trenching is only one o;f several· ways to . understand· the
· 6 area,. so. ev.ery time they .excavated for another plant -- they

7 did Unit 1, they did Unit 2; I
8m~re

think they even trenched some

before Unit 2.was allowed -- so therB was a lot of

9 geologic work, all of which· confirms the kind of
tounderstanding. that Dr. Jackson and I

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

said exists for that

But as far=as you know, was

13 there any work: done that flowed from these conc.erns raised?.
14

MR~

DENTON~

Let me

go

back to the only historical

15 memory, Bob. Tadesco.
16
17 time,

MR. TADESCO:

It's hard to recollect back to that

but they had a· review. of the memo in the report, so we

18 had to file it.

And it talked about the adequacy of the

19trenching plus the

addition~!

trenching done at Unit 2 in

2othe report of· the Survey.· That is what we relied on.
'.·,.

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

As far .as

th~

Survey know!:;,

22there was no additional work done.
23

HR. DEVINE:

Not to· my knowledge.

24

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Has ther• been a complete

25file search on 6ur part or on the Survey's part with regard
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"

1·

13
-1 to this?

MR.

2

DENTO~:

3 searched our files•

I wouldn't say

complete~

but we have

Are you fishing for problems or do you

4 think that there are some there?'

We have looked, -we have

· 5 talked to everyone involved, and we· can't· f irid any basis for
6 thinking these. faults are anything b_ut old fau1-ts.

COMMISSibNiR AHEARNEg

7

a.have

a

memo..

But the difficulty is we

The memo reports a meeting, and obviously it

9 is a. meeting tha.t occurred over· 14 years ago;: and so
1ounforttinately, memories are going to be probably very poor
11 sources of inf orma ti on..
1~on

whatever·written

So you have to rely as best you can·

~nformation·is

available; and the -

13·~ritten inform~~ion indicates· a concern about dciing fu~ther

••·

14::exploration because it could delay the· project and
15 complicate a contested ·area.
Now, I have no way of knowing who _raised those

16

17 objections or concerns, but at least at the DI Omen t i t sounds
·1a like whoever raised them was successful in the argument •. ·
MR. DENTON:

19
~about

.....

:·

this.

We1-l, I don't· want to . be defensive

When we got the memo called to our attenticn we

~ relooked, and I

think we have told y~u all that we can tell

· 22 you today about this, other than going back and retrenching·_
23from start.

We .have sought out the_ people,

~nd

have them

24here, who· have the best corporate and-~~ologic memory of
25 that site.
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1

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

But as far as you know, in

2 fact the fault from the seawall never was trenched in the
3 wa.y suggested here; that is, fol.lowed to its end to see how.
4 close it came to the pl.ant in w.hat form?
DR~ JACKSON~

5

a understanding,

What I tried to indicat~ is our best

that it· was a feature picked up on the

7 mapping of Unit 1 which was interpreted to be part of that

8fault extending toward the site.
I

9

might add. from. a geologic point of view the ·
b~~t

10seacliff is the

trench you could· ever.have as a natural

11 exposure; which has. natural weathering. and weathering
12properties that you don't have in a. trench which is·
13 excavated.
~14

I_t is the best expqsure-.you-can -have.

So. being a geologist,· you put a lot of faith in

15 that par.ticular trench.

And I

think one of· the things I

16tried to· mention before was that as you

proce~d,

if this·

. 1Ttrench offset or in the seacliff you noticed geologic ·
1aconditions which would leave you suspiciousi you would
19 no choice but
. 20

to

ha~e

trench and to foll.ow .. i t up further.

In this case it is my judgment that what was done

21 they ·evaluated al.l of· the eviden_ce, and they would. look, for
22instance, at air pho_tographs of the so-called terrace units
23and see ii there were any indications or possibilities th~t ·
24 that fa u1t could project. in that· direction and offset the
2sother

mate~ial.

and decide to

tr~nch

or not to

tr~nch

•.
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COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I appreciate what you say,

2and I don't have any basis for doubting it other than this
3 language. in here about the extent to· which further work
4. might cause further problems.
Given the situation as you have described it, it

5

6 sounds as. though further work would only have increased the··
·1certainty for people.

What is troubling me is that people

· 8 seem to say if we· 1earn more, it is going to weaken our.
9case~·

DR.

10

11in

That is the opposite of the.situation you described.

tren~hing

JACKSON~

I und•rstand.

for many years.

I've been interested

Trenching was not really done

12:ro.utinely:;, in fact, it has evolved as a result Of the
13 nuclear pow-er plant siting, th,e use of trenching to identify
· . 14. acti Ve· faU'l ting•·
15.

And· I thihk what has

happ~ned,

.

there was an

.

16 evolution th rough ti.me of· the dependency on this ·
17methodo1ogy, and ~hat ste~med from the U~S. Geological
· 18 Survey and the su_pport that the NRC or AEC at that time gave.
19 to that aspect of the study.
20

So I think it was -- my judgment would be that it

21 was an· evolving approach.

There was an extensive amount
.

.

.

-

22done here and a judgment made by the geologists at that time
~that

said that there's a certain amount beyond which you get

24 diminishing returns •
25

.I

might make one comment from the

complica~~on

/
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16
1 point of view.
2 many things.

There's no doubt complication could mean
It may mean to me as a geologist that what you·

"3have is more trench logs, more arguments about age dates of
~the

par~icular m~terial,. and complicated.

.It may be more

5 certain in the end that it. adds another element to the
6review; so complicated may not mean complicating the
7 hearings in terms of the difficulty issue, but complicated
Bin terms of the geologic
MR •. DENTON:

9

aspect~

I would suggest that for. a more

10further look you would have to go back and interview more
11 parties than we have been. able to. since this· came to our
12attention~

We will try to figure out ~hat.was behinff th~se

. 13 statements· and recrea·te that.
14'

We tended-to
work
'
.
.

15· back to the company.

inte<i::nally~

We have· not gone

And we talked to the people who either·

16 work.ed for the AEC a:t the time or worked for the Survey at
17 the time.
' 18

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO~

Based on the.SER or the

19letter contained from the USGS in the SER, do 'you believe
20 that you proceeded in a proper and effective way with regard
21 to these particular faults, and you were not influenced by
22the concern that further trenching should be avoided because
23 i't might give urian ti ci pated problems?

e·

24

MR. DE_NTON: ··I've never known the Survey to be

25 inf1uenced by any potential problems i t might·raise.

They
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I

1 give· us their best scientific advice, and that has been my
2 experience in' workin.g with them.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

3

MR. DEVINEi
could~

5comment, if I_

This site

6

Yes..

Jim, do you have anything?

If I could_ make one more

on that very p6int.
partic~larly

-

'

think the record shows

I

'

'

7that we have not irr the. Survey ~t ~ny_ time been -hesit~nt·to
8reopen the case.

As you know, the last five years has been

9 largely, as a result of our_ involvement in the increase of
10the earthquake sites-and so forth, I think it i~· i~portant
11 to

--

re~ognize.

that we have never felt an obligation to do

12other than provide the best

geolo~ic-advice

and let the

13 chips· fall where they. may.·

And· I think our record is quite

'

'

14 str'onq in' this. case for just· that. ·

15 '

'

'

S6; Jim, I .gather yodr,

COMMISSIONER lHEARHE:

'

-

'

16conc1usion is that this mema has.not led you to be uneasy
11about the-Geologic Survey•s position.
18

MR. DEVINE:.

My feeling is. the me mo is a

19misstatement of 6ur position as £ar as it implying that more
~data would cause more trouble.

·r

~hink that is~

21 misstatement from. our attitude •.
"

22

.

'·'· ..

· CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Any other questions?

23

Yell, that completes the first part of the meeting.

24

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

2sthinq~

Joe, excuse me

fo~

one

Perhaps I had just not been reading .the memo closely

,9
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1,enough.

I had not taken i t to state a USGS position at.all;·

2 that is, , the part that the· Chairman and I· both quoted is
_)

e

3 att'ributed to .:__ I don't know. if i t ' s attributed .to anybody
¢--

to a Dr-

John~·vho

is a· consultant to the applicant.

What did you have in

min~

with regard to the USGS

6 position?' . ·
KR~ ~EVINE:

The last sentence of the letter says,
.

.

8,"Dr. Colter agrees with, the statement and findings made by·
9.Dr. J'ohns."
·. 10

COMMISSIONER ·BRADFORD:.

I

see.·. I

took . that to be

1twith regard to the geology itself, not a policy issue.
MR. DEVINE;

12

' COMMIS.SIONER BRADFORD:

13 '

. 1'4

It is· ambiquo.us,; ·what .it d.oes mean •• ·
Your point . is' you would

not. have: been endorsing :the statement with re~a:td' to

_.1p hearings.·

MR. DEVINEL ,That's true.

16

CHAIRMAN, PALLAD.INO:

Any other comments or

18 questions on this subject?
19 .·

ie will now prQceed to further discussion of the

wseismic

reverif~cation
.

.
.

.

' .'

. ~ .'

'

.

plan, for Diablo Canyon,. arid as the
~

.

· 21 committee voted, this will.be .a.closed_ meeti;ng._. ... So a~ .this
22time we will. take a recess ~hile members of the publi~
. 23

MR. DIRKS:

Do you want to go into the

~reposed

· 24 letter?
'25

MB. ·BICKWIT·:

The Commission

decid~d

· i t wanted·. to

· ALDERSON REPORTING·COMPANY, INC,
'

.

.

·. 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON,' D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 .

.

I-

--

19

1 close the remaining portion of this
2.

CHAIRMAN_ PALLADINO:

d~scussion •.

Because there were a number

3of items that certainly related to frustration of purpose,
4-and we want to be free to discuss it.

5 .

We will recess for a few minutes

~hile

visitors

6 are allowed. to lea·ve.
7

(W,hereupon, at 2:10 p.m •. , the open session of the

8 meeting was adjourned.,)
9
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